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 6 / 2 5 / 91 
>H«nt: M a r i o n R Smi th 
leant's Address: U 2 S E. Tomahawk D r . , S.L.C. Utah Zip8410Fi" 
slicant's Phone: 3 5 5 - 0 2 7 0 
ner's Address: U 2 5 E. Tomahawk Dr. S.L.C. Utah Z i p g d i r ^ 
riancs Address: 1 ^Zb t . Tomahawk Dr. S.L.C, Utah Zip841 OF J 
nd Notice To: P . O . Box 2906 S . L . C . , Utah Z i o 8 ^ 1 i 0 
gal Description of tot: Lot 1 , Arlington H i l l s Plat L 
(Use a t tachment , if needec ) 
wing f--> otMrla.* 
3unty Tax Parcel Nuraoer V 9 - 3 3 - 1 2 6 - 0 1 3 
TATE UV 
o be e l i g i b l e for a variance, ,yau must show tha t t h e r e are unique circumstances a t tached to your prooerty that 
eprive you of property r i g h t s possessed by o thers in similar zoning d i s t r i c t s . For examole, i f a s t e e p grade 
irevents ycu frc;n locating yczrr parking in the r e a r yard as r e q u i r e s , you oay be e l i g i b l e for a v a r i a n c e . "Use 
Variances'* are not granted. The 8oard of Adjustment cannot a u t h o r i z e a prohibited u s e . For i n s t a n c e , they cannot 
luthorize an o f f i c e building i n a residential z o n e . In considering variance r e q u e s t s the 3oard i s o c l i g a t e d to 
jphold the s p i r i t and intent o f the zoning ordinance and the comorenensive plan of the c i t y . 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Meetino Dates . The 8oard of Adjustment meets once o r twice each acnth . Exact d a t e s for the meetings are determines 
by the number of requests r e c e i v e d . Please phone S3S-7751 for information regarding these dates and f i l i n g d e a d l i n e : 
State Law requ ires that a l l p e t i t i o n s for var iances be advertised i n a local newspaper at least one week before t h e 
scheduled meet ing . 
Authorized Acent . -'It i s r e q u i r e d that each case , f o r hearing be presented before t h e Board of Adjustment by the owns-
or an agent. (An agent must have written a u t h o r i z a t i o n from the owner.} 
Zoning Administrator Cases. In some routine non-ccntrovers ia l s i t u a t i o n s the Zoning Administrator may handle your 
case adminis trat ive ly . These a r e simple s tra ightforward requests tha t do not a f f e c t the character of the 
neighborhood. A written w a i v e r or statement of approval from a l l abutting property owners must be f i l e d with the 
appl icat ion . Only signatures o f owners of record o r ver i f i ed c o n t r a c t buyers can be accepted. (You w i l l be n o t i f i e 
i f your case can be handjed a d m i n i s t r a t i v e l y . ) 
Recording of Variances All var iances will be recorded with the S a l t Lake County Recorder on the property deed. 
PROPOSAL 
Please descr ibe your variance r e q u e s t . 
Request a variance to allow the construction of a fence approximately 8 feet in height. 
The variance is requested in order to provide secur i ty for the swimming pool located on the* 
property. Que to the s teep grade on the l o t which required the driveway be cut below grades 
the eight foot height i s requested to provide securi ty for the pool area 
The proposed construction does n o t meet the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance o f S a l t Lake City in the following 
respects: 
Section 21,80.250 s t a t e s tha t no fence, wa l l , or other similar s t ruc ture shall be erected 
_in anv required side or rear yard to a height in excess of six (6) feet. 
Que to tne stags grade w>i tne mu, 
fence Is constructed, has been cut be^ow orsde. The rgg'tTf-fng -FQ^^Q haign^ 
OTHER INFORMATION 
Existing Use of Premises 
Residential 
Will th is addition or remodelinc chanoe the use? If so, how? 
No 
SITE PUM 
Please include a site p lan, drawn to scale , with this appl icat ion. The plan should be a minimum of 3 1/2 x II inc-
in s i ze . The plan oust she* the actual property lines with dimensions; the s i z e and location of a l l buildings 
(including new acditions t o ex i s t ing bui ld ings ) ; distances from the property l i n e s on the front, s ides and rt*ar c* 
the structure; hardsurfacad driveways and parking areas; rights-of-way; a l l e y s ; and easements where appropriate 
Also <hcw distances to the neares t houses on a l l neighboring properties that adjoin your property. In some instant 
a landscaping plan aay be r e c u i r e d . If there i s a dispute on property l ine l o c a t i o n , a survey may be required,-
BUILDING PUNS 
Include building plans and e levat ion drawings ( front , rear, and side views of the building). 
NEIGHBOR NOTIFICATION 
Please provide tte names and mailing addresses of all property owners whose property touches your property and the 
one{s) d irec t ly across the s t r e e t and any other property owner that nay be a f f e c t e d by your appl icat ion . 
John & Mardi Anderson, 14T5 -E. Tomahawk Dr., S.L.C: Ut: 84105^3 
Scott & .tean (aider. T435 E. Tomahawk Dr., S.L.'C. Ut. 8*10^ f 
MiTton * fiavle Morris . 1422 E. Tomahawk Dr . /S .L .C . Ut. 84105^3 
WHERE TO FILE 
Salt Lake City Peraits and Zoning Office 
Room 21S City and County 8 u i l d i n g 
451 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8 4 1 1 1 . 
Phone: (801) S3S-7751 
FILING FEE 
SS0.QO. 
SIGNATURE OF OWNER )£ feJT^N . - ^ A T M ^ 
form date: 
BEFCRS IKE BCAPD CF ADJU534DJT, SAIJT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FINDINGS AND CRDER, CASE NO. 1549-3 
FEECRT OF THE EOARD: 
Case # 1549-3 ( reacver t i sed) a t 1425 East Tfcraabawk Drive by Marion B. Smith 
for a special pe rmi t t o legalize a block wall exceeding the he igh t l imi t s and 
encroaching on c i t y prqpertY to provide secur i ty for an e x i s t i n g swinnriung p o o l 
in an R-l/F-1 zone-
Present were Kathleen Smith Sevastcpculcs (for Marion B. Smith) , Captain Nascs 
Sevastcpoulcs, owner; George Euys, Engineer;- Jud i th Mcyle, H. F . Cor t re l l , and 
Jean Calder, ne ighbors . 
Mr. Taylor said t h e applicant i s request ing a spec ia l exception to exceed t h e 
fence height pursuant" t o Section 21780.270 of t h e Ordinance- He d is t r ibu ted a 
l e t t e r frcm Ecug Wheelwright of the Planning Division r e l a t i ng t o the i s sue of 
encroachment onto c i u y property a t t h e rear of t h e lot-
Mr. Taylor gave a b r i e f history of t h e grace changes granted by the Board i n 
1981, Case #8722. Included there in was approval for re ta ining walls in t h e 
rear yard, pr imar i ly for the purpcse of constructing a swimming pool* He 
said t h e new fence h i s been constructed en top of the ex is t ing retaining w a l l s 
en t h e east and wes t s i d e of the proper ty . 
Mr. Taylor explained t h a t permits a r e required for fences exceeding the s i x 
foot height l imit . E e cited Subparagraph 6 of Section 21.80.270 of the 
Ordinance which a l l o w s the Board of Adjustment t o arant an exception to t h e 
height of the fence-
Fences, w a l l s or other s i m i l a r s t ruc tures which exceed 
the al lowable height l i m i t s , in cases where i t i s 
determined t h a t an undesirable condition exists 
because of t h e abnormal in t rus ion of offensive l eve l s 
of noise, p o l l u t i o n , l i g h t o r other encroachments on 
the r ights t o privacy, s a f e t y , secur i ty and 
aesthetics* 
Mr. Taylor said t h a t I tem B of the Ordinance fur ther s ta tes t h a t : 
B. As a c o n d i t i o n to the grant ing of any special 
permit, t h e Board s h a l l have the authori ty to 
require spec ia l landscaping, design features, 
spec i f i c types of m a t e r i a l s , and any other element 
which w i l l , in i t s opinion, diminish the impact of 
the a d d i t i o n a l height en neighboring propert ies , 
or make t h e fence, wal l or other s imilar s t ruc ture 
more a t t r a c t i v e , or more in keeping with the 
neighborhood in which i t i s located. 
Mr. Taylor read i n t o t h e record the th ree items of the Ordinance upon which 
the Board of Adjustment: mav deny such a request: 
EXHIBIT 6 
1- Chat i s nor in keeping with the character cf the 
neighborhood and urban design of the ciry; 
2. That would create a walled-in effect in the front: 
yard of any property in a residential district 
where t h e clear character of the neighborhood in 
front yard areas is one of open, free-flowing 
spaces frcm property to property; or 
3. When the re is a driveway en the petit ioner 's 
p roper" or neighbor's property adjacent 1:0 the 
proposed fence, wall or other similar szrsczura 
that presents a safety hazard. 
Mr, Taylor said that on the matter of the rear yard encrcachmerx en city 
prcpercy, i t is Staff f s recaimendaticn that the Eoard require any aaiivity or 
structure that is being conducted en city property be moved back to the 
priva*ca property, or t h a t a revokable permit be sought- Assuming the Eoard 
chooses to approve t h e special permit on fence height, Mr. Taylor said the 
following conditions a re recommended: 1) that there be a cer t i f ied survey of 
the property; 2) t h a t there be a revokable permit for an encroachment onto 
city property; 3) t h a t there be cress sections of each segment of the wall 
with an engineer's scaup or statenent concerning stability or adequacy, and 
4) a double permit f e e . 
3eorge Buys cf Bush & Gudgell Consulting Engineers, Inc., said he has been 
asked by the applicants to assist then in the request for a variance and to 
represent then in t h i s hearing. He said the property owners are ootrof^Bg^ 
for extended lengths of time and security for the swimming pool and baclTya^ 
area i s very irrportarrt^ He said there was a retaining walljsui I t along .the 
drivewayt>to take up_t^_grade^between the adjacent property to the*easti 
Prior to "the wall being constructed,"-" the detaining wall allowed access into 
the ^ applicants ^ rear^yard. / The applicants1 intent is to provide security £oc 
the~swiimiing pool by adding the block fence on tcp cf the retaining wall. Ke 
said there are a nunaber of walls in the area that exceed the 6-foot height 
Larry Suggars, Enforcement Officer, pointed out that there are two separate 
issues involved; one i s the height of the fence and the other i s the 
encroachment cnto c i t y property in the rear yard. He said tha t his department 
wishes to keep these issues separate. They are requesting a survey to 
determine the extent of the encroachment-
Mr, Hafey asked why t h e applicant exceeded the height limit i f he had been 
previously told he was not permitted to go beyond that allowed under the 
Ordinance. 
Captain Sevastcpoulcs said that his neighbor's wooden fence was deteriorating 
and their chiidran climb over the fence to play basketball in his back yard^ 
Ke said that he t r ave l s extensively with his business and is fearful that "one 
of the children or t h e i r friends might fall into the pool. 
Doug Wheelwricnt, Planning Staff, said that when he talked with Captain 
Sevastcpcuias i t was clear that he had previously been contacted by Pat 
Petersen, Enforcement Officer, and her supervisor, Craig Spangeriberg, 
concerning the heigh- of the fence- Mr. Wheelwright said that: his concern i s 
for the construction activity and encroachment to the north of the property. 
He said that Mr. Sevastcpcuias indicated to him that he dees not knew where 
the property line i s located. 
Mr. Euys said he spoke with LuAnn Fawcett and was informed t h a t there are a 
number* of errhrcachments along the back property lines of not cnly the subject 
property hire also many of the neighbors. He also was told thau city crews 
would be usee to define those encroachments. 
It was determined tha~ the Beard i s to deal only with the height o^f the fence 
inasmuch as tne c i t y i s researching the encroachment issue. 
Mr. Taylor explained tha t he recently received a petition signed by numerous 
neighbors who" are cepesed to the fence height. 
Ms. Pleshe called for coiments fran neighbors or other interested parties. 
Judith Moyle 1353 Tcrrahawk Drive, said that she ser/es as one of three 
members of an. Architectural Review Ccinnittee for the subdivision- She said 
the fence was constructed without going through the proper channels. Her 
concern is for the precedent i t w i l l set. She said that she t co has a pool* 
two dogs "and is concerned about snell-childrer*>~ but -feels t ha t the 6-foot* 
fence around her property i s adequate.* She asked that the Board enforce the 
variance procedure i n th i s case. 
Faith "Gortrall, 1445 Tomahawk Drive, said there was a well-maintained brown 
.wood fen£e between t h e applicant's property and the adjacent property. There 
is^aSo^^giHrd-^cg en the Smith property that would prevent children fran 
entering their back yard. 
Jean Calder, 1435 Tanahawk Drive, said she feels -tne wans a re inucntoolhigft, 
'especially en the west side. She said the wall i s an eyesore* She presented 
photographs of the vie// fran the inside of her heme and her back yard, which 
is obliterated by t h e oversized cinder-block wall . She said she does not f ee l 
the applicants1 pool represents a security risk because they have an existing 
wall and gate plus a gate in the driveway, as well as a guard cog and a pool 
cover. 
Captain Sevastcpoulcs said he was ' told by the contractor/that a Dermit foi^fcher 
cinder-block fence was not needed*. He spoke of seme neignporncoa jiences^Etfcfe 
Se^as"high"as"his*"is. He told of neighborhood difficulties and prcbleii^g^th 
family* members in t h e neighborhood m a t nave contributes T:O ur.e i l l win 
against he and his wife . 
It was pointed out by Mr. Fenn that a permit wculd net be required as long as 
the height of the fence remains within the legal limit and as long as i t i s 
not used as a retaining wall. 
Mr. Fenn also pointed out that there i s a 6-foot chainlink fence and a 6-foot 
wooden fence behind the Smith property. He said the newly constructed fence 
has peaks that exceed the 6-foot l i m i t , but they cculc be adjusted to bring 
the fence irxo compliance and s t i l l provide the needed s ecu r i t y . 
Mr- Hafey asked Mrs- Mcyle if the p r i v a t e covenantSj stipulate_that_a^fence!_ 
must be limited to 6 fee t - Mrs .""Movie said the 'covenants s t a t e 'that the c i t y 
zoning requirements w i l l be maintained./ She sa id the covenants allow a 5-foot 
fence around a pool , b u t the c i t y Ordinances over-rule th i s and demand the 
fence be 6-feet h igh . 
Mr. Eafey moved to go into Executive Session- The motion was seconded by Mr. 
Wagner; a l l voted "Aye". 
Mr. Fern made a motion to approve a special exception for the fence to exceed 
the height l in i t s t o a maximum of 6 feet"frcm t h e neicncor's ground level OQ 
the e a s t side in a parallelagram conf igura t ion ; ' the fence o ru the west side may 
not exceed the 6 f eec from the ground level as measured from t h e neighbor's 
s ide of the fence. 
I t was noted that t h e issue regarding encroachment on ci ty property to the 
rear must be handled independently w i th the c i t y ' s property management 
d iv is ion through e i t h e r a purchase c r lease. 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Bafesr. All voted_lfAye,T;.except Mr. Chambless* 
who voted "No" ""The uxoticn "'carried by a vote of three to o n e ^ 
Provided these r e s t r i c t i o n s are ccrrolied witfaf the department i s directed t o 
issue the required permits in accordance with the order and decision of t h e 
Board provided the construction p l a n s show conformity to t h e requirements of 
the Qiiform Euildinc Cede and a l l other c i t y Ordinances applicable t h e r e t o ; 
and provided such s p e c i a l permit dees not con f l i c t with any pr iva te covenants 
or easenents which may be attached t o or apply t o the property, a l l conditions 
of t he Board sha l l b e fully complied with before the Building Inspector can 
give a Certificate o f Occupancy or f i n a l inspection. This order shall exp i r e 
within s ix months frcm i t s date i f a permit i s no t taken out . 
IKE FAILURE CF THE APPLICANT TO ABIDE BY THE OCNDITICNS OF THIS SEBCIAL PERMIT 
SHALL CAUSE IT TO EEOCME NULL AND -VOID, WHICH IN EFFECT IS THE SAME AS IT 
HAVING BEEN EENIED. 
Action taken by t h e Board of Adjustment a t i t s meeting he ld September 16 , 
1991. 
Ial£ Lake C i t y , Utah t h i s 7 t h day <SF^ctober, 1 9 9 1 . ^ ^ 
Sec re ta ry Oia^rperson / 
EERCRE THE 3CARD CF ADTFEXMENT, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FUHDL^GS AND CBLER, CASE NO. 1549-3 
REFCRT CF ZHE BCAED: 
Case # 1549-B (reacrertised) a t 1425 East Ttmabawk Drive by Marion B. Snrith 
for a special pernrLt to legalize a block wall exceeding the height limits t o 
provide security fer an existing swinming pool in an R-l/F-1 zone* 
Present were Brenda Flanders, attorney for the applicants; Bruce Baird, 
Assistant City Attorney; Nasos Sevastcpolcus, resident; Coug Wheelwright, 
Advanced Planning Staff; Scott Calcer, neighbor; Gordon Roberts, legal counsel 
for the Caicers; Maricn Smith, property trustee; Judith Movie, Dr. Lynn 
Pershing and Jcni Chapa, neighbors; and Richard Eunice, Greater Avenues 
Ccnmunitv Council. 
Ms. Pieshe stressed tfiat,"the issue under the Beardfs jurisdiction is the 
height of the block vail'and the special permit relative to i t ' . She asked 
that a l l corments be confined to t he block wall issue' and t h a t comments on 
other issues be held to a minimum. 
Mr. Taylor explained that the applicants are requesting legalization of the 
block wall en the e a s t and west s ides of their property. This case was 
originally scheduled to be heard by the Board in August of 1991, but was held 
at the request of t h e applicant. Mr. Taylor reviewed the motion for approval 
with conditions frcm the September 16, 1991 meeting. 
Mr. Taylor said t h a t the_ applicants ^'attorney requested a rehearing of this 
case based en inprcqef notice. \He 'said"the applicants1 notice was returned t o 
the c i ty the day of the meeting. This did not allow time to remail the notice 
to the proper address. Mr. Taylor said that in an attempt t o remedy the 
problem, the applicants were notified by telephone on the afternoon of the 
Septsnber 16 meeting, but they felt-dt,was not sufficient time to prepare ""far 
the hearing. He s a id that Bruce Baird, the Beard's attorney, recenmended 
rehearing the case. 
Doug Wheelwright of the Advanced Planning Staff spoke "of the encroachments^ 
onto city-owned property/to the rear of the l o t . He presented a record of 
survey prepared by t h e Salt Lake Engineer's office, and a cress-section view 
that Mr. Wheelwright recently prepared after visi t ing the s i t e on December 27, 
1991. 
Mr. Wheelwright introduced a l e t t e r from Mr. Tan Fields the individual who 
constructed the subject hone and was i t s original occupant. He said i t was 
Mr. Fields who secured the original variance in 1981 for the change of grade 
in the rear yard. Ee mentioned the confusion with the previous Board case 
pertaining to the height of the walls and the extent of the encroachments. 
All indications are t ha t the retaining wall in the rear yard was built by Mr. 
Fields according to the original plan approved by the Board in 1981. 
Mr- Wheelwright described the garage access, seme concrete brick barriers and 
retaining wails of varying heights in the applicants' rear yard. He said i t 
is believed that the additional al terat ions, other than those cited in Mr. 
EXHiBITC 
Fields' letter, were cone at the direction of the applicant- Mr. Wheelwright 
clarified the Planning Staff's position that the Ecard dees not have 
jurisdiction beyend the property boundaries. 
Bruce Eaird, Assistant City Attorney, explained that the Beard cannot approve 
a fence en city property. The Ecard may, however, make any approval on 
private property conditioned upon removing the illegal encroachments off c i t y 
property. 
Mr. Wheelwright s a id that a survey from Bush & Gudgell Engineering verifies 
the encroachments en city property and also indicates that the applicants' 
west wall encroaches cnto the neighbor's property to seme exoant. He"stressed 
that. the Beard has no jurisdicticn to grant.a.variance on the west wall 
inasnsuch as i t i s not: en the applicants' property; Mr. Baird confirmed th i s 
but said the Board can make a conditional determination subject to the two 
neighbors working cur the property line question. 
Mr. Wheelwright sa id that the wall varies in height from 11 to 14 feet. The 
applicant maintains tha t the excessive height i s needed for security reasons* 
Planning Staff bel ieves i t is for visual impairment into the rear yard area. 
He said the pool's motorized cover was installed by the Fields when they had 
the pool constructed. 
City attorney Bruce 3aird informed the Ecard that the peti t ioner has filed an 
appeal of the Board's last decision to Third District Court- That lawsuit i s 
on hold pending a decision on th is case. 
Ms. Pleshe said it-4s.-her-understanding that seme other property owners along 
Tomahawk JDrive have also encroached onto city property to the rear- Mr. Baird 
said that is true, bu t to a lesser extent. They are al l being dealt with on 
an individual bas i s . He said nobedy can acquire any adverse rights to c i ty 
property. -Ms.-Pleshe .said-she wants-to insure that no one particular property 
owner . is being singled, out and treated differently than the others. She once 
again mentioned to t h e Board that the encroachment issue should be considered 
for informational purposes only. The decision rendered in t h i s case should 
deal primarily with t h e wall. 
Brenda Flanders, l e g a l counsel for the applicant, said that her office i s in 
the process of preparing a petition for presentation to the Mayor for either 
purchase or lease of the property t o the rear of her cl ients ' property. This 
would.resolve the encroachment issue. She.said^theJLncreased height of the_ 
fence i s to prevent children from getting into the swimning pcol 'airs. Prior 
to constructing the higher walls, there were problems of th i s nature. She 
explained that her c l i en t s are out -of the country approximately six months out 
of the year.--Their concern is for the'-safety of the neighborhood children. 
She said the electronic pool,cover.,does-not make conditions safer;J2ie 
combination of water and electr ici ty actually creates a more dangerous 
situation. 
Ms. Flanders said t h a t contrary to previous testimony, there i s no guard dog 
on her clients' prccer ty , only a large dog. She said that t h i s animal is 
boarded each time her ' c l ien ts leave'the country for an extended period of 
time; therefore, i t would not be a hindrance to children getting into the back 
yard. 
Ms- Flanders said tha t her cl ients do not want to rsncve the wall; i t was put 
up at a great expense. She said there is an area en the west property l ine 
where the height cf the fence actual ly exceeds the 6-foot limitation 
previously approved by the Ecard. Cn the east side of the property there i s 
no^area teat exceeds that height l im i t . She said they are asking foF a 
continuance of the order previously granted by the Board. They are also 
asking for permission to leave a portion of the wall that exceeds the s ix-
fcot^ height for the purpose of secur i ty and to maintain a continuous fence 
line'. " ~" 
Ms. Flanders said t h a t a number of neighbors have signed a pe t i t ion indicating 
they have no objection to the height: of the fence. She said i t would be very 
cosily to cenform to the height res t r ic t ion because the fence has already been 
faced with szucco. 
Ms. Flanders presented pnotcgraphs of a wooden fence along the east property 
l ine . She said the wooden structure has been referred to in previous 
testimony by the neighbors as a "well-preserved fence", but t h e photographs 
shew otherwise. She pointed out t h a t a child cculd very eas i ly climb over-the 
woodan fence. Ms. Flanders discussed the relat ive value of her clients' heme 
and scire neighboring homes. 
Ms. Flanders said t ha r one of the considerations to be made in a determination 
for a special permit or a variance^^^cw^well^ the fence f i t s i n with the 
neighborhood J^She?"Fr^^ [fences""in
 atbajmedi^e 
neighborhood to show'that "granting the variance requested by ' the "applicant 
.will not be in conf l i c t with-surrounding orcoerties. 
Scott Calder, 1435 Tomahawk, said there are no masonry walls along Tomahawk 
Drive that cone anywhere near a fifteen-foot height. Ms. Pleshe stated that 
the photographs presented by Ms. Flanders are pictures of fences in the 
Arlington Hills Subdivision. Ms. Flanders said the fences in the photographs 
are within a block of Tomahawk Drive. 
Mr. Calder said there i s a. six to eight-foot masonry.walllthat completely 
surrounds the pool a rea . There i s a l so allocking gatejpfzsmi 1 ar-height and a 
j S t o r i ^ pcbl^coyer, a l l of which were installed by the previous owner. He 
safd he 'dees hot f e e l that the excessive height of the newly constructed walls 
are needed to deter children from get t ing into the swimning pool . 
Gordon Roberts, legal counsel for t h e Calders, presented more photographs 
shewing the west wall cn the Anderson's property and the east wall viewed frcra 
his clients ' property. He said the wall exceeds the height permitted by the 
Ordinance. He spoke of the protective covenants. Ms. Pleshe asked if there 
is a cenmittee in t h e neighborhood t h a t enforces the covenants. Mr. Roberts 
said yes, but the committee has not acted on any variance. Ms. Flanders said 
that she understands the covenants provide that any Salt Lake City ordinance 
would take precedence over any confl ic t with the covenants. JSheradded "tha£ 
the .head oijsa. cenmittee for the Hone Owners Association ha^ f i led a petit ion 
as an individual s t a t i n g there i s no objection to the height "of the walls. 
Mr. Rcberts rsninded Trie Ecard of the original petition submitted during the 
previous hearing, which was signed by neighbors who are in opposition to the 
appiicaticn. He presented a second petition signed by-additional-neighbors -as 
of January 1, 1SS2, "stating their opposition to the fence heigHtr- He pointed 
cut that sore of t h e people signatory to the petition presented by'the ~~ 
applicants have indicated in the second petit ion their desire to withdraw 
their support for t h e variance.
 t 
Mr. Roberts said t h e applicants should be required to comply with the law. Ee 
said that the explanation given for the excessive fence height is 
unpersuasive. He sa id there is no safety provided by a J: enca_ that, in seme 
places is no t a l l e r than the prior fence. Mr."Roberts said the applicants 
.should be required t o live with the decision made by the Eoard in* September 
of l a s t year. 
Judith Movie, 133c Tomahawk Drive, said that she ser/es on the architectural 
subcenmittee for a rea . She explained that Mr. Hal Hawk, who i s the sole 
representative of the architectural review ccmnittee for the hone at 1425 E. 
Tomahawk Drive, has not given any variances en height outside the limits of 
the covenants. Ms. Mcyie presentee a letter dated January 5, 1991, in which 
she and t*c other ireribers of the Architectural Corrnittee voiced their 
opposition to the variance. 
Marion Smith said t h a t she does ncc cccupy the residence a t 1425 East Tcmahawk 
Drive, but is the Trustee of the Trust that owns the heme. She said she has 
had J ± e experience of living in a neighborhood where there was a 4-foot wall 
around a swimming pcol^, . Several children climbed the wall and one of then 
drowned. 'She said t h a t when the present owners consulted her about the wall / j r 
she advised than t o do everything necessary to protect children fran the pool'. 
She said this obviously was not gece advice, but she said the wall was b u i l t 
in gcod faith to p ro tec t the neighborhood children. 
Nascs Sevastcpolous, owner, "reiterated his position that he travels 
extensively and wants to protect himself from any-liabili ty which may resu l t 
from the neighborhood children gaining access to the pooi: Ee said the 
increased height of the fence is needed to provide this protection. 
Dr. Lynn Pershing, 1367 E. Tcmahawk Drive, said that she fee ls the applicants' 
concern for the s a fe ty of the neighborhood children is ccnmendable, .:but 
pointed out that t h e r e has been no problem in th i s regard with the" other pools 
in the neighborhood: She said tha t the applicant has a c i v i l responsibility 
to uphold city ordinance, and that being out of the country for half the year 
should not relieve him of that responsibility. She said tha t many of the 
neighbors in attendance at this meeting have bui l t hones on Tcmahawk Drive and 
have been before t h e Board of Adjustment for one variance or another. She 
said the normal procedure is to be granted a variance and then construct 
accordingly. .Dr. Pershing said she does not feel that the value of the 
applicants1 hone as opposed to those of the neighbors has any bearing on the 
i l legal height of t h e fence. 
Richard Dunlcp, Greater Avenues Ccirxnunity Council, said tfte fence was DUIIX: 
without a pemit and i t s height exceeds that allcwed by the Ordinance. He 
said there are other residents on the north side of Tcmahawk with pools, but 
their fences are no mere than four t o six feet high. He said the block wall 
in question dees not f i t in with the neighborhood. Mr. Dunlcp said that a 
majority of the res idents along Tomahawk have contacted him because they feel 
they were under jour ess to sign the petition,en behalf of the heme owner. Ke 
recommended that the Beard require the fence be removed from city property and 
reduced to 5 feet i n heignt. 
Jcni.Chapa, 1389 Tonahawk Drive, sa id that many of the neighbors along 
Tomahawk Drive find i t difficult to deal with the .applicants? ^threats and 
^intimidation including the animosity that has been created 'as la ^ result of the 
.construction of the fence. 
Mr. Wheelwright sa id that the County Beard of Health requires a 4-foot fence 
to protect outdoor pools- He said there are portions of the enclosure on the 
north side of the applicants' lot t ha t are only four and one-half feet high. 
Therefore, i t makes no sense to argue that the fence is needed for safety 
purposes. Ee said tha t the city made numerous efforts to szcp construction of 
the fence. Ke presented a history of the enforcement actions against the 
applicant for both the excessive height and the encrcacnnent3 onto city 
property. These actions ccmnencad >Jay 7, 1991 and continued unt i l June 13th 
when the city issued a stop work order on the property? Mr. Wheelwright said"" 
that en the l8th of June, a le t ter of notice was issued c i t ing the violation 
of the ordinance. This resulted in the owner making application to the Board, 
but by that time the wall was basically completed. 
Mr. Wheelwright sa id he feels that the wall i s used for sight-ebscuring 
purposes. Ee said t h a t the use of vegetation would be a far mere appropriate 
way to visually screen the rear yard of the applicants' property. 
Ms. Flanders said she is sanewhat ccnfused as to why the encroachments on c i t y 
property are s t i l l an issue. As recently as l a s t Friday, i t was her 
understanding that t h i s ,issue would be dealt with through the petition to the 
Mayor. 
Mr. Baird said that t he Beard has the right to make a conditional ruling. For 
example, they can approve the fence in i t s ent i re length, subject to 
subsequent agreement with the c i ty , or approve the fence only to the rear 
property line at 6 f e e t ta l l . They also can require, because i t is in 
violation of city ordinance and on c i t y property, the removal of the 
encroachments as a condition of approval of the fence. The petitioner would 
then be allowed to appeal to the Planning Commission which would make a 
determination of surplus property for sale and also apply to the Mayor to buy 
the property. He added that the Board cannot legalize the fence en city 
property. 
Ms. Flanders said t h a t she dees not feel there has been any r e a l intimidation 
or threats. She sa id that her client: i s of Greek heritage and does not abide 
by the same personal space, etc. as h i s neighbors. She said the difference in 
nationalities creates misconceptions-
There was discussion concerning the application of city ordinances as opposed 
to covenants of the area. Mr. Baird said the general rule i s that the Board 
of Adjustment does not enforce pr ivate covenants; they are merely taken into 
account as evidence of neighborhood intent. 
In closing, Ms. Flanders said that, i f i t becomes necessary to go to the 
Homeowners Association to get a variance, that i s exactly what they will do. 
She said traz the i s s u e relative t o the encroachment of the wa l l cnto the 
Andersen's prefer—/ w i l l be resolved bec*een her cl ients and the Andersons. 
Ms. Flanders said i ~ i s true that her c l i en t s d id not: get a permit or va r i ance 
pr ior to the cons t ruc t ion of the wa l l , but they are new locking to resolve 
t h i s issue. The o n l y -intent of her c l i en t s i s t o protect t h e safety of -the 
^neighborhood c h i l d r e n . ..-.The wall i s in good t a s t e and there i s very l i t t l e 
area tha t encases wha t this panel has previously determined i s appropriate. 
In a f ina l cenment:, Mr. Calder said i t i s the opinion of the neighbors t h a t 
the applicants should be required t o l ive wi th in the ex is t ing ordinance. 
Mr. Fenn moved to gc in to Executive Session. The motion was seconded by Mr. 
Hafey; a l l voted "Aye" . 
Mr. Fenn said t ha t e n the east s ide there a re t h r e e or four h igh points in t h e 
wall t ha t need to b e knocked down and there a r e cwo or three lew points t h a t ^ 
could be filled i n . Cn the west s i d e , there a r e two points where the fence i s 
about four and one -ha l f feet above the 6-foot l i n e that would have to cone 
off. He said he s e e s no difficulty in doing t h a t ; a good ccrrcractor with a 
concrete saw could o r e the offending points down in a matter of one-half hour . 
THEREECBE, Mr. Fenn nede the motion he made i n t h e Septsnber 16 , 1991 meeting, 
.that .the wall may exceed the height l imi ts to a iraximum of s i x feet on the 
east s i de as measured from the neighbor 's (uph i l l ) side of t h e wall in a 
parallelogram configurat ion; the wal l on the west side may exceed the height 
l imi t s to a maximum c f s ix feet as measured frcm the appl icants 1 (uphill) s i d e 
of t h e wall. The app rova l ' i s subject to any proper ty l ine d isputes being' 
worked^outjdth^nex^fadrslahd the_erxxoachments~cn~citY proper ty being fenioved 
per* t h e c i ty a t to rney 1 s le t ter to Brenda Flanders , Esq., dated Decenber 2, 
1991? I t was f u r t h e r moved that the wall must meet the bu i ld ing code." Mr. 
Hafey seconded the motion. Mr.jChainbless_ abs ta ined. Messrs Fenn, Hafey and 
Wagner voted "Aye". WithX3-irSiber "vote, the motion ca r r ied . 
Provided these r e s t r i c t i o n s are complied with, t h e department i s directed t o 
issue the required permi t s in accordance with t h e order and decision of t h e 
Board provided the construction p lans show conformity to t h e requirements o f 
the Uniform Building Code and a l l other c i t y Ordinances applicable t h e r e t o ; 
and provided such var iance dees no t conf l ic t wi th any p r i v a t e covenants o r 
easements which may b e attached to o r apply t o the property. All conditions 
of the Board sha l l b e fully complied with before the Building Inspector can 
give a Certificate c f Occupancy or f i n a l inspect ion. 
This order shall e s p i r e within s i x months from i t s date i f a permit i s n o t 
taken ou t . 
THE FAILURE CF IKE APPLICANT TO ABIDE BY THE CONDITIONS CF THIS VARIANCE SHALL 
CAUSE IT TO EECCME NULL AND VOID, WHICH IN EFFECT IS THE SAME AS IT HAVING 
BEEN DENIED. 
Action taken by t h e Beard of Adjustment at i t s meeting held January 6, 1992-
Dated a t Salt Lake City , Utah th is 27th day of January, 1992-
^y Secretary ^"^ Ctiairperscn 
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1425 EAST TCMAHAWK DRIVE 
BY MARION B. SMITH, NASCS SEVASTOFOJLCS 
AND KATHLEEN SMITH S27/ASTCFOJLCS 
Case #1549-3 (reacvert ised) a t 1425 East Tomahawk Drive by Marion B. Smith for 
a special permit t o legalize a block wall exceeding the height limits to 
provide security for an exis t ing swimming pool in an R- l /F-1 zone. 
Present were Brenca Flanders, a t torney for the applicants; Bruce Baird, 
Assis tant City Attorney; Nasos Sevastopoulcs, resident; Dcug Wheelwright, 
Advanced Planning Staff; Scott Calder, neighbor; Gordon Roberts, legal counsel 
for the Calders; iV&rion Smith, property t r u s t e e ; Judith Movie, Dr. Lynn 
Pershing and J c n i Chapa, neighbors; and Richard Dunlop, Greater Avenues 
Community Council. 
Dorothy Pleshe: In conducting t h i s , I want to remind everyone the issue here 
i s the block wal l and the spec ia l permit r e l a t i v e to tha t - I understand the re 
a re other issues involved between the neighbors, or the neighborhood, or 
whatever. And because th i s Board has j u r i s d i c t i o n only as t o the block wall I 
would request you keep your comments confined to these i s s u e s . I would think 
t h a t would be he lp fu l for t h i s Beard in making i t s decision and helpful t o a l l 
of those here- So, with that I w i l l turn i t over to Randy t o make the c i t y 
presentation. 
Randy: Let me j u s c quickly say t h a t th i s case came before the Board of 
Adjustment en f i r s t , i t was applied for on August 5 and then was held a t the 
appl icant ' s request and again came up on September 16 a t which time i t was 
heard and a dec i s ion made a t t h a t time. The case, which i s 1549-B, concerned 
the legal izat ion of the block wal l and we see on the s i t e p lan there the 
w a l l ' s approximate locat ion; and the video w i l l shew the wal l on both the west 
and the east s i d e s of the property. The motion made and passed at that 
September 16th meeting was tha t the fence may exceed height l imits to a 
maximum of six f e e t from the neighbor 's ground level en the eas t side in a 
parallelagram configurat ion. The fence on the west side may not exceed s i x 
fee t from ground l e v e l as measured from the owner's side of the fence. That 
was the motion t h a t was made and passed. And j u s t to explain that a l i t t l e 
b i t , i f you go on t h e east s ide on the neighbor 's side of the fence, which i s 
the uphil l side of t h e fence and around s i x f ee t , and you go up to the top in 
the rear and allow s i x feet and then draw a diagonal l ine from point A to 
point B up there . The fence could be that h i g h — t h a t ' s what was allowed. 
And the same thing down over on the west s i d e . From the appl icant ' s s ide of 
the fence, the h igher side in both cases, you draw that l i n e from point A to 
point B and then t h e wall could s~ep down. That would have allowed the fence 
to be f i l led in i n some areas where i t s teps—rather large s teps in the wall— 
and i t would have required some of the fence to be taken off in the higher 
po in ts . Just exacziv where that would have fa l l en , I do not know. But, t ha t 
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was the motion mace. There was a letter sent from the applicant's attorney 
requesting a rehearing of the case based on improper notice. There was a 
procedural problen in that the notice to the applicant was returned to the 
city—actually it was on the day of the meeting, or the day before—with not 
enough time to get it back out. We tried to remedy that with a phone call, 
and called them on the day of the meeting—the afternoon of the meeting—and 
they were here. 
Dorothy Pleshe: But this rehearing will correct that. 
Randy: Right. I am just trying to give a little background there. Well, 
that's probably all I need to say in the way of background at this point. I 
knew that there are a couple of ether staff members that may like to say 
something, so I think I will turn the time over to them. Mr. Doug Wheelwright 
has some comments and I don't knew if Mr. Baird does or not. That's all I 
will say at this point. 
Dorothy Pleshe: We we'll hear the city people first, and then go to the 
applicant. 
Doug Wheelwright: I'm Doug Wheelwright from the Planning Staff. I'd like to 
pass these around. I was before the Board of Adjustment when this matter was 
previously heard. I am passing around some information that collected—the 
first two-page letter is my original letter to the Board of Adjustment when 
this matter was first considered. The next page shows a record of survey 
prepared by the Salt Lake City Engineer, or Surveyor's Office. It attempts to 
delineate in a plan view the extent of the encroachments on city owned 
property. Next, I have a letter addressed to me that was faxed here from 
California by Mr. Tom Fields, who is the original occupant of the house at 
1425 Tomahawk. He was the man that built the home and obtained the original 
variance for the change of grade in the rear yard. The next large 11 x 17 is 
a survey record that was prepared by Bush & Gudgell for the applicant. I 
obtained a copy of this this morning from Bush & Gudgell, and it delineates 
mainly the extent of the encroachments upon city owned property to the north, 
which is the top of the page. And finally, I have a cross section view. This 
was prepared by myself. I visited the site on the 27th of December at the 
invitation of the applicant's counsel. When I went on this site visit I took 
another staff member, and we took a 150-foot tape with us and obtained these 
measurements in the field upon that visit. I think there has been a lot of 
confusion that the previous Board case as to what the issues were, what the 
extent of the encroachments were, what the height of the walls were, we have a 
lot more information at this point. I believe the applicant will present both 
the survey record from Bush & Gudgell; and then Bush & Gudgell has prepared a 
wall heigth drawing that shows in the vertical view the extent of the height 
of the walls. We have wall heights that are in the vicinity of 12 to 14 feet 
here when the ordinance allows a six foot height. 
Mr. Fenn: They're on this side. 
Mr. Hafey: Yeah, they're on the downhill side. 
Doug Wheelwright: I think mainly for clarification reasons I'd like to show 
you a drawing that I've prepared. I know you all can't see this now, but 
perhaps if I go through it and you pass it around, you will be able to tell. 
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This is a plan from the original Eoard of Adjustment case in 1981 for the 
retaining wall in the rear yard. I have highlighted that with the green 
color, and from my site visit I determined that the wall was approximately 
built according to plan. I think the wall was supposed to be three feet to 
the south of the north property boundary and I think it existed that way en 
the west side. As you go to the east side, I think it gets a little closer to 
the property line. I've sketched that in with the green line. Also, I don't 
believe the wall was extended to the south on this end as far as originally 
planned and it dees come to the front of the house on the east side. Then 
I've super imposed in the red and purple colors information I obtained in the 
field inspection. I'd just point out for the Eoard's information that there 
is a short retaining wall in front of the original grade change walls. This 
wall was originally approved in a varying height. It was lew on both ends and 
went to a high point here where the wall was approximately eight feet. This 
is a concrete wall. It's engineered, it has a footing, it's the original 
grade change wall that was authorized. And basically, this lot from the rear 
of the house was leveled for the construction of the swimming pool. And the 
swimming pool has been constructed as well as an enclosed hot tub building, 
and then there is a wall that goes north and south that divides the driveway 
access to the garage. The garage access is from the north, so you come around 
behind and come into the garage, and there is a barrier wall that is six to 
eight feet high, it's concrete brick or block material. And access to the 
pool is through this gate and through the rear of the house to the pool area 
and to the enclosed hot tub area. Also, there is a wall that's in front of 
that original wall that's about three feet high and provides a planter area in 
front of that concrete wall between the pool. Then we come up here to this 
purple line. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Is this the property line here? 
Doug Wheelwright: Yes, this is the property line here. I've color-referenced 
the last drawing, I've shown a plan view basically along this section here 
marked A to B. I've color-coded the two walls to this plan. The purple wall 
is a retaining wall that is constructed from railroad ties; it's on city 
property. It does have a stairway that goes up through it. And, basically, 
we have multiple terraces as illustrated by that cross section drawing. As we 
get to the north boundary encroachments on city property, we have two walls 
there. Cne is a two-foot high concrete block filled with concrete in which is 
embedded a chainlink fence that sticks up four and half feet above, and that's 
on the north. And in front of that wall there is small wall that's one foot 
high and various rock aggregate backfills or planting backfills in all of 
these terraced levels. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Do you know when these were put in? 
Doug Wheelwright: I believe they started construction in May 1991—by the 
applicant. Everything above the green w a l l — 
Dorothy Pleshe: And the green wall and wrought iron fence were approved by 
this ccmnittee? 
Doug Wheelwright: Right. And I have talked—and there is a letter from that 
property owner and I have talked to then on the telephone last week where they 
indicated that they did maintain the weeds for approximately six feet to the 
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north of that original concrete retaining wall and they planted three trees on 
the property. But they didn't alter the property other than that. So we 
believe that all the additional alterations that have occurred that I observed 
when I was there on the 27th were done at the direction of the applicant. As 
we get back up to the north boundary line there is a two foot—basically a 
gutter that's poured against the two foot high retaining wall, and I believe 
that's slopes both east and west. And then we have approximately twenty feet 
that has been graded into to the toe of the hill and it's illustrated on the 
cross section. I'll pass around some photographs I took of the property on 
the 27th. 
(question was unintelligable) 
Doug Wheelwright: It's six feet high. There are seme pictures of it here 
with me standing next to it. I'm 5'10" in height so it was probably six feet 
high. 
Dorothy Pleshe: New, all of these matters and fences on this city property— 
until it's resolved as far as either deeding it—or is that an issue we 
really have to deal with here? Or is that going to be an issue that the city 
has to work out with the individual property owners? 
Doug Wheelwright: It was the planning staff's position the first time you 
heard this, and is still, that you have no jurisdiction beyond the property 
boundary. 
Bruce Baird: That's correct. You cannot approve a fence out on city 
property. You can do the converse which is make any approval that you give 
for private property conditioned upon compliance with getting the illegal 
materials off city property. 
Dorothy Pleshe: So, we really can't deal with a lot of this other than on 
informational purposes that you are making us aware of. 
Doug Wheelwright: Right. Right. Also, this survey that I received this 
morning from Bush & Gudgell indicates not only the extent of the encroachments 
as determined by the city through it's surveyor, it verifies those. It also 
indicates that the west boundary wall adjacent to the property owner there 
named Anderson, is approximately two feet on Anderson's property at the 
northwest corner of the applicant's lot. We believe that that tapers as it 
goes to the south and is on the applicant's property near the south boundary 
line of the lot. Bush & Gudgell hasn't detailed it beyond about 10 feet from 
the rear line, but it's substantially on an abutting property, and staff would 
take the position that the Board of Adjustment has no jurisdiction to grant 
any variances on that wall because it is not on the applicant's property. 
Finally, then to the actual issue before the Board is the heighth of the 
walls. We have prepared this drawing to illustrate the height of the walls. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Thar is not in these materials? 
Doug Wheelwright: No, it is not. This was just handed to me before the 
meeting. We have wall heights that vary; we have wall heights that are 11 to 
14 feet in height. The applicant previously made a position that he needed 
those walls for security reasons. Planning staff believes that the desire of 
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those walls is a visual iirpaimient into the rear yard area. I did observe 
when I was on the field inspection that there is an electric motor pool cover 
on the pool. It was in place when I saw it and that was verified by the 
Calder's that they—excuse me, by the Fields in California, that when they 
built the pool they had the pool cover installed. So, from a safety 
standpoint there is in addition to any barrier fences around the pool area 
there is the cover. Another thing that was stated was a concern by the 
applicant, fear of erosion of the hillside, the steep hillside down into his 
property. Planning staff will take the position that there is no evidence of 
any erosion rills above the property that has been graded and that may be to 
the applicant's desire, we don't think that there has been any factual 
information submitted to indicate that there is a need for drainage or a soil 
sluffing reason why any of this that's on the city property needs to be there. 
That's basically it, I would be available for any comments or clarification 
later in the testimony. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Thank you Doug. Bruce, do you have anything? 
Bruce Baird: Actually I'm here to request that staff—in case you have any 
questions about the extent of your jurisdiction or any conditions you may 
inpose. You should be aware that the petitioner did file to protect the 
record and appeal in Third District Court of your last decision pursuant to a 
stipulation with counsel. That lawsuit is on hold effectively with the city 
not required to answer, pending any amendments to their complaint which may be 
required as a result of this Board's decision. 
Dorothy Pleshe: I have one other question for clarification of the record and 
as much for purposes of limiting testimony. It's my understanding that there 
are other property owners similarly affected with this city situation. 
Mr. -Baird: Similar, but to a lesser extent. Yeah, there are other 
encroachments and the city is working on those encroachments. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Those property owners have been given notice and they all are 
being .dealt with en an individual basis? 
Mr. Baird: And we are not in a Kartcher-Toll situation here because this 
isn't a lack of enforcement. This is city zoned property and there is no 
estoppel that can possibly work on city zoned property pursuant to statute., 
Nobody can acquire any adverse rights to our city property. So, we are not in 
a Kartchner-Toll situation. 
Dorothy Pleshe: The point I wanted to make is that there is no one property 
owner being singled out and treated differently than the others at this stage. 
So, with that understanding—as much as possible—I would like to leave that 
city issue just as what was presented for informational purposes and a vision 
of the background, and deal primarly with the fences. 
Mr. Fenn: I have a question. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Sure. 
Mr. Fenn: Doug made a mention that the west property line on this affected 
property the fence is on the neighbor's property and that we don't have any 
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jurisdiction. New, can we make a determination, and then whan that portion of 
the suit is settled between the neighbors, that then is in effect:, or 
Mr. Baird: Certainly. You can make a conditional determination as to the 
height of the side fence pending subsequent resolution between the parties. 
We don't want to get the city involved in a fence line dispute, it's not our 
business. You can decide the height question, but you can't obviously approve 
the fence that trespasses on somebody elsers property. But you can make a 
condition. 
Brenda Flanders: I am here on behalf of the applicant. And again, for my 
clarification and first also to provide information to the Board, we are in 
the process of preparing a petition that will be presented to the Mayor as I 
understand the procedure is for either a purchase or a lease of the property 
back in here upon which the encroachments were made. We are prepared to lease 
property or to pay the city whatever the city feels reasonable for that area 
and are in the process of preparing that petition. As to the height of the 
walls, first of all, I believe it's important that we all understand and I 
think that a lot of testimony has previously been provided that the biggest 
reason for the walls is protection against children getting into the swimming 
pool area. Prior to putting in these walls, there were problems with having 
children come into this yard. New one of the biggest concerns is that my 
clients are out of the country about half of the year. With the height of the 
previous fence, children could climb over the fence and get into the swimming 
pool. It was suggested to them by an engineer that they increase the height 
of the fence and that was one of the initial purposes of increasing the height 
of the fence. The fact that there is an electronic pool cover doesn't make it 
safer, in fact, it makes it more dangerous. When you consider if you have 
children getting into a pool area you have water and you have an electric 
applicance. If they start monkeying around with that electric cover with the 
water around, they could be electrocuted as well as drowned in the swimming 
pool. And it's my understanding that it's not difficult to remove the 
swimming pool cover even though it is electric. So, it does not really 
provide a great prohibition against children getting into the pool area. 
There has been sane other testimony in regard to a guard dog being in the back 
yard, I wanted to inform this Board that there isn't a guard dog in the first 
place and in the second place there was a large dog but that dog is boarded 
everytime my clients leave that property for any extended period of time. So, 
again that dog would not be any hindrance to children getting into the 
backyard. We did provide—we have attempted as you can see to provide surveys 
and information and to work with the city. It is our intention to try and 
resolve this. It is true that my clients don't want to remove the wall, it 
was put up at a great expense and I've got some pictures to show you it's a 
very nice looking wall and fits in with the neighborhood. I believe if you 
look at the height requirements or the height of the fence on the West 
property line we have an area from about here to about here that actually 
extends the six feet limitation that the Board previously decided would be 
acceptable. On the East side of the property, we do not have any area that 
actually extends ever that height limitation. What we're asking for of course 
is a continuance of the gracious order that the Board provided the last time, 
but also to allow us to leave this portion of the wall. It is true that this 
portion exceeds the height, but for purposes of security and for purposes of 
keeping the line of the fence to look nice for the area— 
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Dorothy Pleshe: Where is it in excess of the six feet, Brenda? 
Brenda Flanders: It's in excess from here to here—from this point to this 
point. 
Mr. Fenn: Is that to scale? 
Brenda Flanders: This is to scale. One inch equals ten feet. So even though 
he's got four feet to here, from here to here is actually ten feet, it may 
even be twelve feet, we've got a ruler here. That would be exactly ten feet 
from here to here. 
Ms. Pleshe: Is there anyway that could be stepped or 
Brenda Flanders: It would take quite a bit of work to do that. Cne reason 
because this part of the wall has all been finished and stuccoed on both 
sides. In addition and let me just shew you—and I'll show you seme 
pictures so you can kind of see what it looks like. The Andersons own the 
property on this side. And the Andersons have signed a petition that says 
they have no objection to the height of the fence. We have had a number of 
neighbors sign the petition. Again, so that the Board can understand that the 
entire neighborhood is not up in arms about the height of the wall... 
Mr. Hafey: While we are talking about the height of the fence, Brenda, it 
appears that some of this on the east side also exceeds the height limit if 
you start making—if that's five feet there and you measure from there up to 
that point there again, that's over six feet. It appears to be...I didn't 
scale it either. If this is the grade down here 
Brenda Flanders: No, this is the grade here. We've got two grades here and 
it is a little confusing. I had to call the surveyor and ask him myself. 
This is the owner's grade and this is the neighbor's grade. I think we're 
okay. The one point that I was concerned about was from where 
Mr. Hafey: From this scale—it's almost seven foot. 
Mr. Fenn: Well, that one right down there... 
Brenda Flanders: This is the point that I was wondering about and we may have 
a couple of short points in here. 
Mr. Fenn: Well, that's when I made the original motion, it looked to me 
like there were only three or four points that they'd have to knock off to be 
in conformance on that east side. 
Brenda Flanders: Well, that may be true and it may be possible to take them 
off the east side because the east side has not been finished. It hasn't been 
stuccoed. Although, again, if you remember 1 mean, you've maybe got a 
couple of points that barely go over the six foot mark and we're not even 
certain that they actually do. We actually have to make those measurements 
there. But this part.. .you've got the landowner's property coming up here on 
the other side. And again, the concern is keeping the children out of this 
area. If we're trying to keep a continuous fence line and trying to keep the 
children out of the area, if we do have a couple of points — it might be the 
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easiest thing to just: grant a permit to allow those couple of points to stay 
where they are. Cn this side it's much more serious because this whole wall 
has been stuccoed, and admittedly, my clients didn't understand that they 
needed to get a permit first, and they should have gotten a permit first and 
that could have avoided some of the expense of changing the fence. But there 
is a great deal of expense in changing this area because it has been 
completely finished and again the property owner on the other side has 
agreed has no objection to the height of the fence. I've brought seme 
pictures. Here's another of the same survey; you may want to take a look at 
that. These are seme pictures of the wall, and you can pass them around if 
you'd like. These are pictures cn east side and if you'll see there was also 
seme talk about a well-perserved wood fence cn the other sice and why did they 
want to build this wall at all. Well, the pictures will shew what I do not 
believe is a well-preserved wood fence and also will show that in most of the 
areas the wall that was built actually is underneath the level of the fence on 
the adjoining yard. This shows the wall going up cn the same adjoining yard 
on the East side. You can see., .this side has been stuccoed. You can see the 
finished wall and hew nicely it looks in the area. They've dene a very good 
job. They've done it in good colors so it blends in with the area. This is 
the fence where it is not finished and again it's kind of hard to see but you 
can see the wood fence and the wood fence exceeds the height of this wall in 
several places and is not really well-preserved; it's not something that looks 
nice in this area. You may want to consider that my client's home has 
been the value of the home has been estimated by the city and assessed at 
approximately $650,000. The home next door has been assessed at approximately 
$200,000 to $250,000. They may not be as concerned about the wood fence 
affecting their property value, but my clients are. These pictures will just 
show here's a really good picture of the wood fence and of places where it 
does exceed the wall. And I think from the pictures you can see some of the 
concerns my clients in addition to the safety concerns and just upholding the 
value of the property. I think you can also see from looking at the fence how 
easily a child could climb this fence. I know when I was a kid I could have 
jumped this pretty easily. 
Mr. Wagner: You could do that now. 
Brenda Flanders: Yeah, I could do that now, although I'm not dressed for it. 
Mr. Fenn: The safety requirements only require four feet around a swimming 
pool. 
Brenda Flanders: That's true. Although the engineers that gave their opinion 
said that a minimum would be eight feet. 
Mr. Wagner: But in your opinion you think the electrical cover is dangerous, 
yet they meet code. 
Brenda Flanders: I know. But I don't—I haven't drafted the codes. I think 
that electric pool covers are wonderful. My brother has one; he is in 
California and has a swimming pool, and it's great. You go out and hit the 
button and the pool cover comes off; their old cover was a real hassle. But, 
there are seme dangers I think if ycu have problems with children. I think as 
we all know electricity next to water can be dangerous. Here are some more 
pictures of the place. There are also pictures of the other side. Here are 
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seme pictures of the other side, and again you can see the nice job that has 
been dene, hew well it blends into the area. It's not climbable.. .well, maybe 
seme kids could climb it; some are better than other ones. But, it would be 
pretty difficult for a child to climb onto that wall. On the other side the 
Andersons have landscaped their property in conjunction with the wall. They 
have actually brought in some rocks and retained some of the property, planted 
some trees, and dene a really nice effect on the other side using the wall put 
in by my clients. Now, if you'd like I will leave these here and you can pass 
then around if you'd be interested. Now, also one of the considerations that 
is always made in a determination of a special permit or a variances is how 
will this fit in with the neighborhood? So, we've gone around and taken 
pictures of a number of fences in the direct neighborhood to show the Board 
that granting a variance to allow the fence to remain as it is, is not going 
to conflict with the neighborhood. These are all fences in the immediate 
surrounding area. Over fifteen feet— 
Mr. Fenn: That was a special permit though on this one here. 
Brenda Flanders: And that was a special permit given because there was a 
swinming pool, wasn't it? 
Mr. Wagner: No. Not in the front yard. 
Brenda Flanders: No? Because there is a swimming pool in there. 
Mr. Fenn: That's the one on the corner. 
Mr. Hafey: Was there a variance for the pool in the front yard? 
Brenda Flanders: There is a swinging pool in there. We thought that was 
probably why they've been allowed to...that's the same fence. Here's another 
one here. Another fence. Again, these are all in the immediate neighborhood. 
Another fifteen foot high fence. Over fifteen feet. Eight feet. Ten feet 
one side, eight feet on the other. Ten feet. And varying the rest of then 
twelve feet, eight feet, ten feet, fifteen feet. 
Mr. Fenn: Did you say you had a letter from the Anderson's that said they 
didn't mind this height here. 
Brenda Flanders: The petition they signed is right here. 
Ms. Pleshe: Are the Anderson's here? 
Brenda Flanders: No. And also there are neighbors that have signed I 
think that would do it. Again, my clients basic concern is being away from 
the property and having children back in there and I don't think any one of us 
would want to have that happen. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Ycu might want to stay around because we'll direct questions 
we have for you. Are there any questions from the Board for Miss Flanders? 
Very good. Neighbors? Who are the neighbors? No neighbors here, right? 
Could you please ccme up in an orderly way, and we would appreciate you 
keeping your comments concise and to the issues at hand and also, out of 
respect for time, if somebody has already made your point it would be 
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appreciated if there's not undue repetition. But, we do want to give you—if 
ycu feel you have something to add to the hearing we want to give you the 
right to speak. Please identify yourself. 
Scott Calder: I am the immediate neighbor to the East at 1435 Tomahawk Drive. 
I'm sure the Board feels that it has heard a lot about this subject, so I will 
try and keep my comments brief. I've brought with me Mr. Gordon Roberts who 
is the attorney representing us. I wanted first of all, before I introduced 
Mr. Roberts, to perhaps just take a moment and describe what I think may be 
seme apprehensions about the statements made earlier by this attorney, and 
that is, there was a point made about the guard dog being there constantly 
when the applicant is out of town, and that is simply not true. It 
occasionally may be boarded, but it can heard year round, so that is simply 
not a fact. There was a point made about the valuation of the house next 
house, which I presume is ours. I certainly wish that our house were valued 
by the city at $200,000 to $250,000. In fact, it is valued at $387,000 and we 
have the taxes to prove that. The other point 1 didn't have an opportunity 
to view the wall the pictures of the other walls reputedly in the imnediate 
neighborhood, but I believe I'm not misspeaking when I say that, along 
Tomahawk Drive in this area—in what we consider the immediate neighborhood, 
which would be the twenty homes who are neighbors of the heme owned by the 
Smith trust—there are no walls, no masonry walls, which come anywhere near 
approaching this height. In fact, there may be other walls elsewhere in the 
expanded neighborhood, meaning within a couple of miles that may be higher 
than that. But, frankly, there aren't any along this stretch along Tomahawk 
Drive, and to say that this is true is just not accurate. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Just from a brief glance at the addresses there, it appeared 
to me that most of those were in the Arlington Hills 
Brenda Flanders: They are all in the Arlington Hills subdivision. 
Scott Calder: Of course there are about ten Arlington Hills platted., .they 
are not on Tomahawk, that's right. 
Brenda Flanders: I'm not certain if they're not right on Tomahawk, they're 
within a block. 
Dorothy Pleshe: I just wanted to make that clarification for our— 
Scott Calder: The largest reason which has been stated by the applicant for 
the walls in height excess which is allowed by the law has been that of 
avoiding children getting into the neighboring swimming pool and as I think 
this mentioned earlier by Mr. Wheelwright, the previous owner who also built 
the hone made preparation for that with a wall which Mr. Wheelwright pointed 
out, masonry wall between 6 to 8 feet in height immediately surrounding the 
pool area. In addition to that, a locking gate of similar height and a 
motorized pool cover which was certainly more than adequate protection for 
children. Furthermore, we're certainly not aware and I believe we have the 
largest amount of children in the immediate neighborhood there just aren't 
any incidences of children trying to get into this pool. 
Mr. Wagner: How many do ycu have? 
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Scott Calder: We have f ive. 
Mr. Fenn: Ages? 
Scott Calder: Twelve; youngest is four—the girl is four. 
Mr. Fenn: So you have seme that could climb over the fence if they wanted? 
Scott Calder: Well, frankly, none of our children,.. .our children are 
supervised constantly. And furthermore, the existing barrier wall which was 
built is taller than certainly any of my children could scale. In fact, 
Gordon, why don't you give me that: photograph, I'll pass it around. This was 
taken from our dining room window looking in that direction. What you'll 
notice is the unfinished block wall which the applicant has built. Beyond 
that is a white wall which, judging by the height of the basketball standard 
which is 10 feet, if I'm not wrong, you'd find this white barrier wall to be 
approximately eight feet tall and certainly not scaleable by any small 
children. So, that's 1 believe it's a feeble argument. I will—if it's 
acceptable to the Board, turn the time over to Mr. Gordon Roberts who is 
representing us. 
Brenda Flanders: Can I quickly respond to a couple of comments. I think the 
Board can tell that the old fence was not six or eight feet tall. There are 
parts on here that — the old fence was not six or eight feet tall, it was 
smaller and it did not protect the pool area. The wall that he is showing in 
that picture dees not go all the way across. There is a fence with a gate in 
it. And, again, you are looking from their property which my client's 
property is substantially lower and leveled than the properties on either 
side. So, that if the children are climbing from the other side of the 
property, the wall that is measured from my client's property is not going to 
provide the safety features that we need. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Because there may be quite a few comments, you might want to 
just keep some notes and at the end we will give you a few minutes to rebutt 
some points you have contention with. It will just go smoother that way. 
Gordon Roberts: I'll speak very briefly on the behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Calder 
since he has covered many of the points that I would have testified on 
but I'll just briefly we have some more photographs which were shown to 
you at the time of the last hearing- This is west wall which would be on the 
Anderson's side, not my client's. This is the east wall which is on my 
client's side. I think it's interesting if you go to this photograph right 
here....this is from my client's backyard, and you see there is a wooden fence 
there on my client's side and you can see the ejecting portions of the wall in 
question. I think that picture tells a lot about the security business—this 
wood fence, as I am told, is six feet tall. So what we're really talking 
about here as the safety issue is really the incremental safety involved 
between six feet and maybe six inches above that which is a lower part of 
that. Children would climb the lower part of the wall rather than going to 
the tall part of the wall, presumably to climb. So I think the safety is a 
matter of how much incremental safety is involved in just a few more inches of 
wall, which I suggest to you is very little, if any. I think that there are 
just a few other points that I'll make very quickly. I think that it's 
virtually conceded that the wall exceeds what is permitted by the ordinance. 
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We a]so have copies of...if it's germane to this, and it seems to me it would 
be—I'll give ycu a complete set of these and we have copies we can pass 
around. But, there are restrictive covenants that apply to this that are even 
more restrictive so in these documents is a letter from Mr. Fields dated 
December 31, 1991 from the people that owned this home which, basically talks 
about the fact that having children there has not been issue. 
Dorothy Pleshe: We already received a copy of that in advance. 
Gordon Roberts: You've already received that? Okay. Fine. Thank you. 
There are some petitions that have been signed by various neighbors opposing 
this application and the original — this one was the one that was submitted 
to you earlier when the prior hearing took place on Septenber 2, 1991. That's 
already been submitted. And there's a chart here that will show you that 
relative location 
Dorothy Pleshe: New, back up here just a second. Cn these protective 
covenants is there a committee that enforces those in the subdivision? 
Gordon Roberts: I'm told there is, and I'm told that they have not acted 
upon any variance or request for exception to that. 
Brenda Flanders: And as I understand it, the covenants provide that any Salt 
Lake City ordinances would take precedence over any conflict with the 
covenants. Also, the head of the committee for the Homeowners Association has 
filed our petition stating that there is no objection to the height of the 
walls. 
Gordon Roberts: Is that an action of the committee or just the head 
Brenda Flanders: I think that's just an individual action. 
Gordon Roberts: Here is a second petition signed by additional neighbors as 
of January 1, 1992, the original of it which states their opposition to 
this may I see the petition that you've handed them. 
Brenda Flanders: It's in plastic right here. 
Gordon Roberts: Here are seme people—this has been something of a 
neighborhood battle up there, I take it. Here are sane people who have 
originally signed the petition on behalf of the applicant who have now 
indicated their desire to withdraw their support and that's dated January 1, 
1992. And here's a second such letter dated 12/8/91 from Dr. and Mrs. Sanders 
in respect to their withdrawing their prior statements in signing the 
applicant's petition. I think the simple position of my client's is that the 
applicant should be required to comply with the law, that the explanations 
given for this are really unpersuasive and that the incremental safety 
involved in having a fence that is really in some places it looks like 
about six inches taller than where a child could have crawled up before. It 
is not an additional safety factor at all and we think they should be required 
to live with the decision already made in September. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Thank you. Any other neighborhood comments. Gordon, I'm 
going to submit these full packets for our records so that you can keep the 
originals. 
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Scott Calder: If you would like, I have several extra copies. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Yeah, if you have an extra copy. I just want to make sure we 
have a full set of make sure that they are in the records and these 
are the originals. Thank you. 
Judith Moyle: I serve on the Architectural Subcommittee for the property that 
abuts that I found out today is on this property. And there are three of 
us, Margorie Mackey, and Hal Hawks. Hal Hawks is the sole representative of 
the architectural committee for the home in question. I know he has not given 
any variances as to height limits—heights outside the limits of our 
covenants. So I do have—I don't have enough copies for everyone, so I will 
just give it to the Chairwoman. 
Marion Smith: My name is Marion Smith, and while I do not occupy the 
residence, I am the trustee on the trust that owns the residence. And I would 
just like to 1 think it's extremely unfortunate that all the legalities 
were not complied with originally. However, I would just like to add my 
testimony. I had the experience of living in a neighborhood with a four wall 
over which several children climbed and a child drowned. This was fairly near 
my home. I knew the child well. When the present owners consulted me about 
the wall, I simply said do anything to protect children from that pool. New, 
unfortunately that was not good advice. But I would like to add my testimony 
that this wall was built in good faith to protect children* 
Dorothy Pleshe: Do you have anything else? 
Marion Smith: No. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Thanks. Next. 
Nasos Sevastopoulos: I am the owner where we live. This is my mother-in-law 
and I want to verify you again as I, told you on the previous—how you call— 
variation? The lady over there is first cousin of my mother-in-law and they 
have all the differences. And that doesn't apply with me, but it proves that 
she comes again and I had to hire lawyer, that's all. And my intentions are 
as a Captain on a cruise ship and traveling I want to be protected from six 
kids of Mr. Calder, who I caught him with a taperecorder before as I told 
you—do you remember? And he continues going on and on and on. I have good 
faith to get Bush & Gudgell to settle the matter with the city and the wall 
and I call also Mr. Mackey and as Mr. Doug Wheelwright told you that we 
exceed. For your information and your record, Dr. Chapa exceeds sixty-five 
foot, Mackey's not correct. The gentleman over there he is in charge of the 
lot in Arlington Hills, and if we come to the point I have your information 
which I will put (unintelligible) apart from this—because this gets too far. 
Dr. Lynn Pershing: My name is Lynn Pershing, 1367 East Tomahawk Drive. I 
don't directly abut the property in question, but I have a few comments I 
would like to make. Concerning the childrens' safety in the pool, I think 
that is a very commendable statement you made, and I commend the property 
owner, Marion Smith, as well as the owners of that property. Gosh, we have 
other pools in the neighborhood and that hasn't been a problem. I've not 
heard and we are quite a grapevine at Tomahawk—about a problem with 
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children in other people's pools. I question that statement. I have not seen 
any documented proof. I know there have been people on that said property 
I'm not sure they are children they may be adults as a matter of fact. 
Secondly, being out of the country half of the year does not disallow civil 
responsibility to uphold city ordinances. Many of the neighbors that are here 
today have built hemes en that street and we all have come before this Board 
for one reason or another on variances. And I would like to interject that 
the normal procedure is to get a variance and then build a wall, or get a 
variance and build a house, or whatever you are going to do. Of course, they 
probably didn't know about that, because they didn't build originally there, 
and I can appreciate that, but you still have to pay attention to city 
ordinances and that's a fact of life. Thirdly, having money doesn't 
necessarily correlate with good taste or gccd judgment. Whether our hemes are 
less or more expensive than the applicant's has nothing to do with whether 
it's legal. And I just wanted to make that point perfectly clear. And the 
fourth thing is that the Andersen's I think have very graciously done 
landscaping to coordinate with that wall. But, I think if you look at the 
pictures, it's mere of a fact of covering it up than it is working with the 
wall. Thank you. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Anyone else? 
Richard Cunlop: I am the Greater Avenues Comuunity Council member for this 
area. I will make my points very short and brief. First of all, as it was 
mentioned, it was built without permit; it is excessively high. If you look 
at the other pools that reside on the north side of Tomahawk, which this heme 
is on the north side of Tomahawk, you will not find homes with walls of this 
height. Most of them are in the six foot height or less to the four foot 
height variance. And we can go through home by home if you need to on those. 
The wall dees not fit within the area. In deference to the lawyer here, I 
went through every home on Tomahawk and looked at their walls, and there are 
no other walls similar'to this. The only other walls similar to this there 
is one on Christianna, and there is also one on—as you come right up Virginia 
Street and you head onto Chandler there is one. Both of those were built by a 
person by the name of Robert Cookenbecker who came from California. Izzy 
Wagner, I believe,, knows him. But if you look at the homes on Tomahawk you 
will not find that. The majority of the neighbors have contacted me because 
they are very upset with the wall, with the height of the wall, with the 
structure of the wall, and some of them felt that they were put under duress 
to sign the petition on behalf of the homeowner. As Bruce stated, and he can 
correct me when ycu approved this wall previously at six foot, which was an 
exception, you required it to be removed from the city property and that you 
have the right to make that as a conditional approval. I realize there's 
still negotiations going on within the city but we would strongly recommend 
that you do that and that you recannend that it be removed from city property 
and that it be reduced back to six feet in height. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Thank ycu. Additional neighborhood comments? Ckay. Miss 
Flanders do you want to sum up and then we'll give—Ckay, come forward 
please. Then we will give a couple of minutes for Doug Wheelwright to sum up, 
a couple of minutes for you, and if Mr. Roberts or Mr. Calder want to sum up 
then—two minutes, then we will give you that opportunity. 
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Joni Chapa: My name is Joni Chapa and we do not sit directly next door, but 
we are two houses away. And there was mention made that we encroached—have 
encroachments on city property as well. We do have grass en city property. 
But, really all I want to say is that I can understand the things that have 
been said, and I can understand seme points that have been made by this man. 
The point I need to make is there has been threat and intimidation in our 
neighborhood, and that is what has been so hard for everyone to deal with. I 
think we could listen reasonably, try to understand—try to make adjustments, 
whatever, but when there is threat and intimidation and the whole neighborhood 
has felt that, I think that is a valid point. 
Mr. Wagner: Threats by whom? 
Joni Chapa: By the Captain. I think we have a neighbor heed that gets along; 
we have neighbors that respect and enjoy each other tremendously. We have a 
wonderful neighborhood, a professional neighborhood, intelligent people, 
stimulating people, but—and I think everyone for the most part would love to 
get along and not have this animosity going on, but there has been that duress 
that has been mentioned. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Doug, do you want to go first and then—okay. 
Doug Wheelwright: Just another few quick comments. The County Board of 
Health requires a four foot high fence to protect outdoor pools. We are 
considerably above what the county ordinance sees from a safety standpoint. 
Another point Ifd like to make is that there are portions of the enclosure 
around the backyard that are only four and a half feet high. The north 
boundary fence is only four and a half feet high. So to argue that you need a 
higher than six foot fence for a safety purpose whan the applicant himself 
built a four and a half foot fence on the north boundary doesn't seen to make 
sense to me. Expense of the construction was mentioned and I think the 
construction of both the walls and the encroachments on city property were 
done at considerable expense. However, the city has made numerous efforts to 
cease the construction during it's construction. I have the enforcement 
history actions here. Cur first computer record of this activity was the 7th 
of May 1991. There was a further entry on May 20. Cn May 22nd one of our 
housing and zoning enforcements officers visited the site and advised the 
property owner that he was encroaching, that his walls were in violation of 
height. Cn the the 23rd of May, I myself was there and advised the Captain 
both that I thought his walls were in excess of height and he was on city 
property. On the 13th of June, the city issued to stop work order on the 
property and on the 18th of June there was a letter of notice citing the 
violations of the Ordinance, which led to the application to the Board of 
Adjustment. Nevertheless, the wall was basically finished and the 
encroachment activities continued through the months of May and June. 
Finally, I think that if we've talked about security, Ifve stated that I think 
a lot of reason for this requested wall is sight obscuring purposes. There 
are other more appropriate ways and less visible ways to balance the 
neighborhood to visually screen views into the rear yard of this property. 
Vegetation would be a good axample of a more appropriate method to screen 
views. That's all. 
Brenda Flanders: I want to first say that I'm somewhat confused that we are 
still talking about encroachments on city property. Maybe I need to address 
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that issue more and need some guidance from the Board, but I was told as 
recently as Friday that those were not going to be an issue at all at this 
hearing. I was told that by Mr- Wheelwright and Mr. Cutler, that we would be 
dealing with that through the petition with the Mayor. If I need to address 
that more specifically, Ifd like some guidance. 
Bruce Baird: The point, Dorothy, is you have the right to make it 
conditional. Ycu can consider it in respect to a decision and you can make 
whatever ruling ycu make conditional upon subsequent approval. For example, 
you could approve the fence in its entire length subject to subsequent 
agreement with the city. You could approve the fence only to the property 
line at six foot tall leaving the issue open as to the other matter. You 
could require because it is in violation of city ordinance and on city 
property—you could require the removal as a condition to approval of the 
fence you've got, then the petitioner would be allowed to appeal to or 
petition the Planning Commission, which would have to make a determination of 
surplus property for sale, and also apply to the Mayor for sale. The one 
thing you canft do is legalize the fence on city property. 
Brenda Flanders: And I understand that 
Dorothy Pieshe: I think we as a Board understand that as well, and I don't 
think it's—other than having that kind of information, I don't think it's 
necessary to go into any kind of details or negotiations. 
Brenda Flanders: Second, I think there is an issue that we can deal with just 
quickly. I think there is a problem in the neighborhood that my clients are 
attempting to alleviate, and I think that some of that problem has developed 
because of differences in nationalities. There were statements about 
intimidation and threats. I don't think there have been real intimidation or 
threat. I do think that—my client, Mr. Sevastopoulos, is from Greece and 
has been here intermittently for approximately four years. They don't abide 
by the same personal space and things and sometimes that becanes intimidating. 
I can tell you that he is a very warm, sincere man and there isn't any intent 
to intimidate. But, sometimes because of those differences there are 
misconceptions. I think the important things here are the wall was built to 
these specifications with the concern about children. You heard Ms. Marion 
Smith discuss her own personal experience in regard to the child drowning in 
the pool. These people were concerned about children getting into the 
neighborhood children have gotten into their yard; they had a legitimate 
concern. The fact that it's not as high on the north side—the north side— 
Dorothy Pieshe: The north side isn't on there—that's just the east and 
west—that's exactly what I looked at 
Mr. Fenn: —you have this side right here and right here those are both on 
the north line. 
Brenda Flanders: And the north side would be on the mountain side? 
Mr. Hafey: Yes. 
Brenda Flanders: The fence there is approximately six feet tall, just for 
your information. 
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Mr- Fenn: I think if you count the two foot retaining wall that's on the 
property—it's six foot—the fence is probably four foot 
(unintelligable) 
Ccug Wheelwright: The fence on the north boundary—on the uphill side—on the 
cut side, it's four and a half feet high. It drops an additional two feet on 
the side adjacent to the property line. 
Brenda Flanders: Cn the wall that was built by my client's 
Coug Wheelwright: —the two foot concrete gutter basically and that concrete 
gutter over the fence is four and a half feet. 
Ms. Pleshe: And that was on that side cut that you showed u s — 
Brenda Flanders: —and that's the fence that's on the city property, and my 
client's have been informed they can't do anything more until we resolve those 
issues. Again, I'll restate it's my understanding that the covenants in the 
area provide that if a city ordinance conflicts with the applicable covenants, 
then the city ordinance governs, and I believe that in the last order that was 
reflected in the order stated that the covenant said that any conflict would 
be taken care of by Salt Lake Ordinance. 
Mr. Fenn: Aren't most restrictiver covenants writtan so that—if they are 
more restrictive, the restricted covenants apply? 
Bruce Baird: Jerry, the general rule of the Board of Adjustment 
consideration, however, is that you don't enforce COR's. You take then into 
account as evidence of neighborhood intent, but it is not your requirement to 
stick with then and enforce them. 
Mr. Wagner: The Courts decide that, right? 
Brenda Flanders: Well, I believe that if it's the case then we need go to the 
homeowner's association and get a variance then that's exactly what we'll do. 
And the remarks about the wall going somewhat on the Anderson's property 
again, that's an issue between the Andersons and my clients, and we will be 
have to be resolving that issue with the Andersons and intend to do so. As to 
the failure to get a permit or a variance prior to the building it's true my 
clients didn't do that. They didn't understand that they were supposed to do 
that. I wish—it would have been easier for all of us if they had, but they 
didn't and we're here looking at the situation now as to the intent and why a 
permit should be granted, but not to slap their hands because they didn't know 
the right procedure to follow. 
Mr. Wagner: Wouldn't their contractor know that? 
Brenda Flanders: The contractor they used didn't know that. The contractor 
they used, as I understand it, was not of American nationality, and I don't 
exactly knew— 
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Mr. Wagner: Was he a licensed contractor? 
Brenda Flanders: I believe so. And I do knew that initally there was a 
permit for a six feet wall granted. I don't know what happened thereafter. 
As to the Anderscns covering up the wall, the Andersons didn't cover up the 
wall, they very much appreciated the wall and landscaped in accordance with 
it; they like the wall. I think there is some relevance to considering what 
other ordinances have chosen as wall heights for around swimning pools. But I 
don't think that because someone else has a four foot wall height is 
sufficient for swimming pool means that that's going to provide complete 
safety. Again the intention of my clients is to protect the safety of the 
yard. 
Mr. Wagner: I den't think there is anything such thing as complete safety. 
Mr. Fenn: Complete safety would be an enclosed pool. 
Brenda Flanders: That's true. 
Mr. Hafey: — i n a building. 
Brenda Flanders: —locked up. I would just summarize by saying that again 
there are a number of fences in the area that have been provided as pictures 
that way exceed the height. I think that my client's wall is in good taste, 
and there is really very little area that exceeds what this panel has 
determined is alright or appropriate. We would ask to allow those small areas 
that do exceed that height. Thank you. 
Scott Calder: I think the Board has heard quite enough. I'm sure you feel 
the same way as well. A final point—that it is a very strongly held opinion 
of the neighbors in the area that the applicants should be held to live within 
the existing ordinance. 
Dorothy Pleshe: And I do, from a Board's perspective, want to express my 
thanks to everyone in the manner in which they conducted themselves. I think 
that speaks highly of all of you and as a neighborhood as a whole. Do I have 
a motion for an executive session? 
Mr. Fenn: I so move. 
Mr. Hafey: Second. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Okay, we are in executive session. Discussion? 
Mr. Fenn: Well, I went through this diagram here and through a fence line 
there similar to my original motion, and on the east fence there's about 
three or four points that would have to be knocked down and there to be two or 
three valleys that could be filled in. And on this side, there's two points 
here, that when the fence is about four and a half feet above the six foot 
line, it would have to come off, and the rest of it is fairly—I don't see 
any difficulty with doing that. A good contractor could take a concrete saw 
and cut that off in a matter of a half hour. 
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Mr. Wagner: This has no bearing on it, but if the contractor built it wrong 
then it is probably his duty to cut it down—he should be able to go to the 
contractor. The only thing I can't believe, I didn't know we picked 
contractors and gave then licenses by nationality. 
Mr. Chambless: Well, the wall was a mistake, and mistakes can be removed or 
they can be rectified. 
Mr. Fenn: Well, if we don't have any further comment, I would like to make a 
motion, the same motion I made before that the fence be limited to six foot 
high on the east side congruent to the neighbor's property line, six feet. 
And on the West side that it be limited to six foot in accordance with the 
elevation on the owner's property. 
Bruce Baird: Jerry, to protect the record I think you should make those 
conditional. 
Mr. Fenn:—conditional on the portion outside the property being satisfied 
with them coming to some kind of terms with the city either on permit or by 
purchase. 
Bruce Baird: And I'm in on the other side as well the fence is not on the 
property to the west. 
Mr. Fenn: and that this property dispute be settled— 
Dorothy Pleshe: The fence on the applicant's property could be to that 
height? 
Mr. Fenn: Yes, if that's settled. 
Mr. Taylor: It should meet Building Code. 
Mr. Hafey: ...because those are pretty high walls. 
Mr. Fenn: Well, I assumed that those walls have been engineered to begin 
with. Well, these six foot fence walls do not require a building permit—the 
retaining wall that was there originally, I'm sure, would need an engineering 
permit for it. 
Mr. Taylor: At six feet, you're right, it would not have—not normally 
require a permit or be expected at six feet. 
Dorothy Pleshe: I think if we include that it meet building code—if it's 
required to meet that, it would if it's below the highest limit. 
Mr. Fenn: It would not meet building code in that it increases the height from 
the average. It needs a special permit to do that—a variance to allow that. 
So it doesn't meet the building code in that relation, but I think that any 
building retaining walls should structurally be approved. 
Mr. Hafey: I'll second the motion. 
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Dorothy Pleshe: So I have a motion and a second. All those in favor of the 
motion say "Aye." 
All voted "Aye" with the exception of Mr. Chambless who abstained. 
Dorothy Pleshe: Any opposed? Okay. So the vote would carry three with one 
abstention constituting majority of the Board. Thank you. 
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Attorney a t Law 
1111 BricJcyard Road 
Suita 200 
Sal t Lake C i t y , Utah 34106 
Telephone (301) 466-6660 
Attorney f o r Nasos S e v a s t o p o u l o s 
and K a t h l e e n Smith S e v a s t o p o u l o s 
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IN THE THXRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
121 AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATS OP UTAH 
NASOS SEVASTOPOULOS and 
KATHLEEN £2£ZTH SEVASTOPOULOS, 
P e t i t i o n e r s , 
v s . 
BOARD OP ADJUSTMENT OP SALT 
LAX2 CITY, UTAH, 
Respondent . 
PETITION POR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
0? DECISION OP BOARD OP 
ADJUSTMENT 
Civ i l No. 
Honorable H i c h a ^ l R - H u f p h t A 
P e t i t i o n e r s , N a s o s Sevas topoulos and Kathleen Smith 
S e v a s t o p o u l o s , r e s p e c t f u l l y r e q u e s t t h i s Court to r e v i e w t h e 
d e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e Board of Adjustment, a s provided i n t h e 
Findings a n d Order on Case No* 1549-3, on such grounds as 
fol low: 
1. P e t i t i o n e r s r e s i d e i n a home l o c a t e d at 1425 E a s t 
Tomahawk D r i v e , S a l t Lake City , U t a h . 
EXHJBIf F 
2. P e t i t i o n e r s 1 residence is he ld in t r u s t , the 
administrator of the t r u s t being Marion B. Smith. 
3. Pe t i t i one r s planned t o build a wa l l around t h e i r 
property f o r such purposes including the following: 
a* safety precautions due to t h e existence of a 
swimming pool on t he property, the dangers of poss ib le 
occurrences being emphasized due t o the neighboring 
ch i ld ren climbing over the exis t ing fence and enter ing the 
yard belonging t o Pe t i t ione r s without the consent of 
P e t i t i o n e r s and of ten when Pe t i t ioners were not p resen t a t 
t h e i r residence; 
b . safety precaut ions due to t h e existence of f i r e 
and f lood hazards; 
c . r igh t s of privacy, including t h e necess i ty of 
removing the invas ion of Pe t i t ioners 1 p r ivacy by e x i s t i n g 
neighbors ; 
d . s ecu r i t y , including the en te r ing of P e t i t i o n e r s 1 
yard by known and unwanted, and unknown e n t i t i e s . 
4. On or about June 25, 1991, Marion B, Smith f i l e d a 
Variance Request to Board of Adjustment, wherein the requested 
variance was explained and the address fo r the sending of 
notices regarding the request was provided a s "P.O. Box 2906 
S.L.C., Utah" . 
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5. Although a hearing da te was scheduled by the Board of 
Adjustment, neither Marion B. Smith nor Pe t i t ioners received 
notice of t h e hearing u n t i l approximately one-half hour p r i o r to 
the hea r ing when a telephone c a l l was rece ived by P e t i t i o n e r s . 
6. On or about September 10, 1991, t h e Board of 
Adjustment sent a no t ice to Marion B. Smith, however, the no t i ce 
was r e tu rned to the Board of Adjustment. From a copy of the 
returned envelope, the return da t e appears t o be September 14, 
1991. The not ice was returned because i t was not mailed t o the 
address designated for notice on the Request for Variance. 
7. The one-half hour no t i ce , including t h e time necessary 
for . t ravel t o the hear ing, was not suff ic ient fo r preparation by 
Pe t i t ioners . 
8. Due to the i n s u f f i c i e n t notice, Pe t i t ioners d id not 
liave any opportunity t o present t h e i r case i n support of the 
variance. 
9. There i s subs t an t i a l addit ional evidence t o be 
considered i n support of Pe t i t i one r s 1 Request for Variance. 
10. The Board of Adjustment issued Findings and Order 
subs t an t i a l l y denying t h e Request for Variance. A copy of sa id 
3 
I 
Findings and Order are attached hereto and incorporated here in 
by th i s r e f erence . 
WHESSFORE, P e t i t i o n e r s request that t h i s Court provide 
judic ia l rev iew of t h e determination of the Board of Adjustment, 
and, in t i i e a l t e r n a t i v e , reverse the d e c i s i o n or remand t o the 
Board of Adjustment f o r new hearing, and grant such further 
re l ie f a s i t deems proper. 
DATED t h i s 6th day of November, 1991. 
CERTIFICATE OP SERVICE 
I h e r e b y cer t i fy t h a t on the 
,NL u 4, day of November, 1991 , I 
served t i i e forgoing P e t i t i o n for J u d i c i a l Review of Dec i s ion of 
Board of Adjustment on the fo l lowing , by deposi t ing c o p i e s 
thereof i n t b e United S t a t e s mail , postage prepaid, addressed as 
follows: 
Randolph P . Taylor 
Board of Adjustment Administrator 
Salt Lake C i t y Corporation 
451 South S t a t e Street 
Room 218 C i t y and County Building 
Salt Lake C i t y , Utah 84111 
Bruce R. Baird 
Assistant City Attorney 
451 South. S ta te Street 
Suite 505 
Salt Lake Ci ty , Ut^fc—Q412& 
BKKHDA L. TL2JSLJSSS 
AszaxDmj at Lav 
TIT,! Brickyard 2aaud 
Suita 200 
Sa lr I-aka CltT, Htak 3*106 
7«JL«piuma (301) 466-o£60 
J a ^ s l A l l a (301) 436-3226 
November 6, 1991 
Beard of Adjustment, Salt LaJce City, Utah 
Randolph ?. T a y l o r 
Board of Adjustment Administrator 
S a l t Lake City Corporation 
451 Sou-m S t a t e Street 
Room 213 City and County Bui lding 
S a l t Laka Ci ty , Utah 84111 
Bruce R. Baird 
Ass is tant City Attorney 
451 South S t a t e Street 
S u i t e 505 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84111 
Dear Members o f the Board o f Adjustment of Salt La3ce City, Utah: 
Through t h i s l e t ter , and on behalf of Nasos Sevastopoulos, 
Kathleen Smith Sevastopoulos and Marion B. Smith, I am request ing 
a rehearing on t h e matter o f the Request for Variance f i l e d by 
Marion B. Smitii f o r property located a t 1425 East Tomahawk D r i v e , 
S a l t Lake Ci ty , Utah. 
The grounds supporting the request for rehearing are a s 
fo l l ows : 
Nasos Sevastopoulos and Kathleen Smith Sevastopoulos re s ide i n 
a home located a t 1425 East Tomahawk Drive, Sa l t LaJce City, Utah. 
Their residence i s held in t r u s t , the administrator of the t r u s t 
be ing Marion B . Smith. The res idents planned t o build a w a l l 
around their property for s u c h purposes including t h e fol lowing: 
1. s a f e t y precautions due to the existence of a 
swimming p o o l on the property, the dangers of p o s s i b l e 
occurrences being emphasized due t o the neighboring^children 
climbing o v e r the e x i s t i n g fence and en ter ing the yard 
belonging t o The Sevastopoulos without their consent and o f t e n 
when they were not p r e s e n t at t h e i r res idence; 
2. s a f e t y precautions due t o the e x i s t e n c e of f i r e and 
flood h a z a r d s ; 
3. r i g h t s of pr ivacy , including t h e necessity o f 
removing t h e invasion o f the Sevastopoulos1 r i g h t s of pr ivacy 
by e x i s t i n g neighbors; 
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4. securi ty, including t h e entering of the res idence 
yard by known and unwanted, and untaicwn e n t i t i e s . 
On or about June 25, 1991, Marion B. Smith f i l ed a Variance 
Request to Board of Adjustment, wherein the requested variance was 
explained and t h e address fo r the sending of not ices regarding t h e 
request was provided as "P.O. Box 290 6 S.L.C., Utah". 
Although a hearing da te was scheduled by the Board of 
Adjustment, n e i t h e r Marion B. Smith, Nascs Sevastopoulos, nor 
Karhleen Smith Sevastopoulcs received notice of t h e hearing u n t i l 
approximately one-half hour p r io r to t h e hearing when a te lephone 
c a l l was received by the Sevastopoulcs. 
On or about September 10, 1991, t h e Beard of 
Adjustment s e n t a notice to Marion B. Smith, however, the n o t i c e 
was returned t o the Board of Adjustment. From a copy of t h e 
returned envelope, the r e t u r n date appears to be September 14, 
1991. The n o t i c e was re turned because i t was not mailed t o t h e 
address designated for no t i ce on the Request for Variance. 
The one-half hour n o t i c e , including the time necessary fo r 
t r a v e l to t h e hearing, .was not su f f i c ien t to prepare for t h e 
hearing. Due t o the insuf f i c i en t not ice , t he re was no r e a l 
opportunity t o present t h e i r case in support of the va r i ance . 
There is subs t an t i a l addi t ional evidence to be considered i n 
support of t he Request for Variance. 
A Pet i t ion for Judic ia l Review has been f i led with the Thi rd 
Jud i c i a l D i s t r i c t Court, S a l t Lake County, State of Utah, however, 
a Motion to Stay tha t proceeding wi l l be filed during the pendency 
of t he decision of the Board of Adjustment regarding the gran t of 
a new hearing on th i s mat ter . I apprecia te your consideration of 
t he material s t a t e d here in . Please contact me as to your 
determination. Further, i f you have questions or comments of which 
I may provide ass i s tance , p lease do not hesi tate t o contact me. 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
In r e : 1425 East Tomahawk Dr. ) SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS 
) 
J Case No. 1549-B 
) 
Pursuant : t o a remand of t h e a b o v e - e n t i t l e d a c t i o n by t h e 
Th i rd J u d i c i a l D i s t r i c t Cour t f o r the e n t r y of a d d i t i o n a l 
f i n d i n g s , the B o a r d , based upon t h e H e a r i n g of J a n u a r y 6, 199 2 
and t h e t e s t i m o n y a n d e v i d e n c e adduced a t t h a t H e a r i n g , he reby 
e n t e r s t h e f o l l o w i n g : 
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS 
1. The Eoarc finds tha t there are no special circumstances 
a t tached to the proper ty which do not generally apply to other 
proper ty in the same d i s t r i c t . All propert ies on t h e north of 
Tomahawk Drive bordering the C i ty ' s f oo th i l l proper ty have 
s imi l a r slope and other topographical factors in common. 
2. No hardship exis ts from circumstances p e c u l i a r to the 
proper ty and not from condit ions that a re generally applicable to 
the neighborhood because, aga in , a l l uphi l l f o o t h i l l propert ies 
on Tomahawk are s imi la r ly s i t u a t e d . 
3 . The P e t i t i o n e r s ' s i d e fences exceed the height permitted 
and allowing them to remain i n a condition d i f f e r en t from tha t 
approved by the Eoard would cons t i tu te a visual b l i g h t and eye 
sore on the neighborhood and would subs tan t ia l ly affect the 
comprehensive p l an of zoning in the City. This i s especial ly 
t r ue given the unpermitted encroachment of the s i d e fences in to 
the Citv's p rooer ty on the f o o t h i l l s . 
EXHIBIT H 
4 . Any h a r d s h i p wnich may e x i s t caused by t h e removal of 
t h e s i d e fences i s e i t h e r economic i n t h e n a t u r e c f t h e c o s t t o 
remove the f e n c e s o r , a l t e r n a t i v e l y , s e l f - c r e a t e d b y the 
P e t i t i o n e r s ' c o n s t r u c t i o n of t h e improvements w i t h o u t f i r s t 
s e e k i n g a b u i l d i n g p e r m i t and c o m p l e t i n g t h e improvements i n 
v i o l a t i o n of a s t o p - w o r k o r d e r . 
5 • Because t h e r e a r f e n c e i s l o w e r and more e a s i l y 
c l i m h a b i e than t h e s i d e w a l l s o r f ences t h e r e i s no s a f e t y 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r t h e e x c e s s i v e l y h igh s i d e w a l l s . F u r t h e r , t h e 
B e a r d b e l i e v e s t h a t t h e r e i s no s i g n i f i c a n t s a f e t y r i s k posed b y 
a n y o n e c l imbing t h e w a l l s t o e n t e r t h e P e t i t i o n e r s ' p o o l . The 
p o o l can be s e c u r e d by means more a p p r o p r i a t e and l e s s v i o l a t i v e 
of t h e zoning c o c a . 
6 . The B o a r d f u r t h e r f i n d s t h a t t h e P e t i t i o n e r has f a i l e d 
t o m e e t t h e i r b u x d e n of p r o v i n g any of t h e c o n d i t i o n s above. 
\$ y^lTTN 3rtT\TT\ made a m o t i o n to a d o p t t h e f o r e g o i n g 
Supp lemen ta l F i n d i n g s which was seconded by 
p The Board v o t e d ^ t o a p p r o v e t h e Supp lementa l F i n d i n g s . 
DATED t h i s Q ~ day of Augus t , 1 9 9 2 . 
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
B ^ V J A O / C L P I jflld. 
BRB: a p 
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Third Judicial District 
M!6 2 h B E 
SALTLAKBCDUNTY 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
NASOS SEVASTOPOULOS and 
KATHLEEN SEVASTOPOULOS, 
Petitioners, 
vs. 
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT OF SALT 
LAKE CITY, UTAH 
Respondent. 
ORDER GRANTING 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
DISMISSING ACTION 
Civil No, 920901079 
Judge Brian 
This matter came before the Court, the Honorable Judge Pat 
B. Brian presiding, pursuant to a Motion by the Board of 
Adjustment for Summary Judgment- The matter was originally heard 
on oral argument on July 31, 1992. The petitioners were 
represented by Brenda L. Flanders and the Board of Adjustment was 
represented by Bruce R. Baird, Assistant Salt Lake City Attorney. 
The Court reviewed the Memoranda of the parties and heard oral 
argument. The Court determined that the appropriate standard of 
review of the Board's decision was a record review on the 
standard of determining whether the decision below was arbitrary 
or capricious. The Court further determined that its review was 
limited to the record below as no evidence was improperly 
excluded by the Board of Adjustment. The Court also held that 
the petitioner's Memorandum in Opposition to the Board's Motion 
EXHIBIT T 
for Summary Judgment failed to comply with the provisions of Rule 
4-501(2) of the Code of Judicial Administration and Rule 56(e) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure in that there were no 
affidavits supporting the petitioner's Memorandum and no 
paragraph-by-paragraph response to the Board's presentation of 
undisputed facts. The Court further determined that the Board's 
decision appeared to be supported by substantial evidence in the 
record. The Court determined to remand the matter to the Board 
for entry of supplemental findings as required by statute. The 
Court retained jurisdiction and rescheduled further consideration 
for August 14, 1982. 
After the July 31, 1992 hearing before the Court, the Board, 
on August 3, 1992, entered supplemental Findings which were 
provided to the Court and counsel for the petitioner. At the 
August 14 hearing counsel for the Board represented to the Court 
that counsel for the petitioner had stipulated that the Board's 
Findings appeared to satisfy the Court's concerns on remand and 
therefore the petitioners, without intending to waive any rights 
of appeal, would not appear on the 14th to oppose summary 
j udgment. Accordingly, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Board's 
Motion for Summary Judgment is granted and this case is dismissed 
with prejudice. 
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